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QUESTION: 1
HOTSPOT
Match cloud deployment models with their properties.

Answer:
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Explanation:

Reference:
https://morphlabs.zendesk.com/entries/20923317-general-cloud-terminology

QUESTION: 2
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You need the option to manually trigger certain workflows without a service being
ordered, deleted, or changed. What can be used to automate tasks in an IT
infrastructure?

A. HP Matrix OE infrastructure orchestration
B. HP Global Workload Manager
C. HP Capacity Advisor
D. HP Operations Orchestration

Answer: A

QUESTION: 3
Microsoft Office 365 in an example of which cloud service model?

A. Software as a Service
B. Infrastructure as a Service
C. Cloud as a Service
D. Platform as a Service

Answer: A
Reference:
http://www.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/what-is-the-cloud.aspx

QUESTION: 4
A customer environment involves several departments that want to maintain
separate management of resources even though they are sharing the same Matrix
OE environment. What needs to be implemented to achieve multi-tenancy in their
environment?

A. Organization
B. Cloud Maps
C. 3PAR storage
D. Remote Support

Answer: C
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QUESTION: 5
Which of the HP Cloud Functional Reference Architecture interacts with the
business layer?

A. Supply
B. Delivery
C. Provision
D. Demand

Answer: D
Reference:
http://h30507.www3.hp.com/t5/Cloud-Source-Blog/Dissecting-Cloud-FunctionalReference-Architecture-Overview/ba-p/125407(See three layers of functionality –
first bulleted point)

QUESTION: 6
HP recently hold a regional event where its customers, partners, and employees
received Updates on HP Converged Cloud. After the event, the CIO from an
existing HP CloudSystem Matrix 6.3 customer contacted you to explain that he
needs to expand his private cloud environment beyond the current capabilities. He
is practically concerned about controlling his private cloud as well as offering his
business units an alternate to Amazon. The concern is that he has no control today
over the Amazon environments that his business units are using. Which statement
provides the primary HP Converged Cloud Strategy benefits for this customer?

A. HP Converged Cloud is ideal for managing traditional IT environments by
leveraging the current infrastructure.
B. HP converged Cloud is built on converged infrastructure. Converged
Information, and Converged management and Security.
C. HP Converged Cloud makes use of REST APIs to facilitate integration with
external systems. OpenStack APIs are an enabler for interoperability, integration,
and community leverage, and will be completed with additional APIs over time.
D. HP Converged Cloud is the industry’s first hybrid delivery approach and
portfolio based on architecture spanning traditional IT, private, managed, and
public clouds.

Answer: D
Reference:
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